
Looking Into the Abyss 

standing and exploring the way in which two vocabulary systems interact~ 
Or they fail to acknowledge that there are rntdtiple visual vocabularies. 
least within Western society, our modes of perception and our modes 
thinking are undergoing a radical change for perhaps the first time in som~ 
five hundred yeats. The new technologies cannot simply be placed upon 
the stage without acknowledging and understanding this fact. 
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Into the Abyss 

late French philosopher Michel Foucault devotes the first chapter of 
The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences to an analysis of the 
optical symbols and spatial relationships in the seventeenth-century painting 
by Velazquez known as Las Meninas. Much art history, of course, is based 
i1pon such formal analysis. What I find appealing about Foucault is the man
ner in which his probing of the image leads to an explication of social stmc
tilres and hierarchical relationships of power within a particular sOciety. Las 
1\!Ieninas and any nmnber of other paintings share certain elen1ents with 
scenography: there are characters interacting within a dynamic spatial struc
ture comprised of symbolic scenic pieces depicted with an emblematic and 
em_otional use of color and line. A world has been created and presented to 
us whose signifiers beg to be decoded, and yet these sam_e signifiers can 
evoke a setisation of pleasure simply by being devoured by the eyes. Is this 
not also ttue of n~uch theater? Could we not take a stage design--a theatri
cal environment-and wade into the depths of its forest of symbols, its spa
tial dynamics, and its existence as a site for revelation? Where are the Fou
caults, Arthur Dantos, Clement Green bergs of scenography? 

Perhaps the relative lack of such scholarly analysis or Critique of scenog
raphy is attributable, at least in part, to the instability of the scenographic 
object. First, if I were to present a stage design for consideration; what 
exactly would I show? A painted rendering? A model? A photograph of an 
empty set? (And, if that, a black-and-white or color photo?) A photo fi:om 
a production with the actors?-but then, how to decide which rnoment of 
the production to show? Would the photo be only of the stage (which 
would emphasize the setting as an· independent work of att), or would it 
include the auditorium as well (which would emphasize the convention of 
presentation)? A painting, no nutter how illusionistically or cleverly it rep
resents space, is still a fundamentally two-dimensional n1editnn. Theater-
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and as obvious as this is, we must state it-is a spatial art; it occurs in three
dinlensional space. We can analyze the space in Las Men.inas precisely 
because lt has been carefully structured according to the rules of perspective; 
only the Italianate stage designs of the Renaissance functioned somewhat in 
the same n1anner-and then, only for the king. And even so, it still included 

three-dimensional elements. 
Theater-here is another truism:--is a temporal art; it occurs in time. 

Other than through the normal process of aging, Vehlzquez's painting has 
not changed in 3 50 years. But a theatrical setting changes eve1y minute 
through the 1novement of actors, the shifts in light, and often the physical 
transformations of the setting itself. It also changes because of the presence 
of the live audience in relation to real space. (One might argue that a paint
ing changes depending on where it is hung-its context-and who is look
ing at it. This is certainly true, and in this it shares certain qualities with the
ater. Anyone who has first encountered a fresco in an art history book, for 
instance, is often shocked when experiencing the work in its actual location. 
But by and large, a painting remains an arrange1nent of paint delimited by a 
canvas; its formal eletnents will rem_ain unchanged as long as the canvas 
maintains its integrity. The In£-1nta in Las Meninas cannot physically or psy
chologically respond to the energy of the onlookers in the Prado, nor can 
she alter from night to night her spatial relationship to the other figures, 

obj,ctj, orerc\rit<;cture. qepicted.) 
Finally, Velazquez created people, space, light, clothing, furniture, and 

architecture through paint and canvas; nothing is ''real," although we easily 
read the space and its contents because it corresponds to our understanding 
of the real world. It is, in Platonic tetms, a shadow of a shadow. Theater, on 
the other hand, is the only representational art that uses the object being 
signified as a signifier. In other words, on a stage, a table is represented by a 
table; a person is represented by a person; and the space of a romn is repre
sented by the space of the stage. Thus, if I were to show you a photograph 
of a stage setting and attempt to analyze it as Foucault analyzes the painting, 
I would be forced to interpret nmltiple sign systems that are often at odds 
with each other. Although the photograph could be considered a document 
of reality, the object being documented-the stage set-is a three-dimen
sional space now rendered into a two-dimensional image and captured in a 
mmnent of tllne. That moment 11Ja)l reveal smnething about the set, but it 
is one fractional slice of the theatrical production that is made up of an 
infmite number of such temporal slices. (Again, ·one might argue that 
Vel:lzquez's painting also captures a moment of time, but how 1nany hours, 
days, or even weeks did the subjects pose, frozen in time, for this moment? 
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Furthermore, our analysis in this case is not of the real space or the real peo
ple but of a painting that is an object unto itself; we are not analyzing the 
real room depicted in the painting but the image created by Velazquez. The 
equivalent would be analyzing the formal ele1nents of the photograph, not 
the setting it depicts.) 

Nevertheless, although Las Menin.as is a painting, it is theatrical and has 
much to tell us about theatrical space. The painting appears to focus on a 
young princess, but it actually depicts an attist standing in fi·ont of a large 
canvas (we see only the back of the canvas) and he is staring in our direc
tion-apparently at his subjects, whom we do not see. Other m_embers of 
the court are in the foreground, son1e of whon1 are also staring at the· sub
ject and thus, seemingly, at us. A painting, like the stage, is inherently con
frontational and oppositional; the only way in which to apprehend it is to 
face it-to encounter it head on. There is something aggressive about both 
painting and theater: it th1usts itself in our path, im_poses itself upon our 
space, den1ands a response. (A brief digression, if I n1ay. Many forms of rit
ual, cerem_onial theater, celebratory perform_ance; religious festival, etc. tend 
to be either processional or environmental, 1neaning that the spectator is in 
son1e way incorporated into the context of the perforn1ance and the larger 
surrounding world; confrontation is replaced by integration. Even the 
ancient Greek theater was a fragment of a larger civic festival that was largely 
processional in nature, although interestingly, as the tr·agedy becan1e for
malized, the civic procession culminated in a confrontational experience
the spectators seated in the Theater ofDionysus facing the chorus and actors 
on the skene and orchestra. The confrontational mode of theater is largely a 
1nodern, Western fonn.) 

In painting and most theater, spectators stare at an image or space that has 
been delineated, that is detached, in some way from the surrounding space. 
In some cases the characters of a painting or the stage seem to be unaware 
of an audience, thus inviting a voyeuristic response as we gaze at them with 
guilty pleasure. At other times the figures acknowledge us, stare at us, cre
ating a dialectical relation to the attwork-we are watching ourselves being 
watched, which really means that we are watching ourselves watching. Fur
thcm1_ore, when figures in a painting look back at us, as they do ll1 Las Meni
n.as and in much theater, there is an implied extension of the visible space 
into the virtual area in front of the canvas. In perspective painting there are 
one or more vanishing points-points where lines of vision converge. 
Technically these exist in Velazquez's painting as well, but the background 
is murky, making the vanishing points less obvious. The vety focus of the 
painting, a kind of virtual vanishing point, is, in fact, not visible because it 
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exists approximately where we are standing. The vanishing point of Las 
Meninas is in our eyes. What happens when, more than three centuries 

later, we find ourselves implicated in the Spanish court? We can ask the 
same question of any piece of theater that implies our presence within the 
fictional world of the petformance. The rnmnent that we are acknowl
edged by a character on the stage (or in a painting), our own reality, our 
own presence, is smnehow brought into question. If an actor looks at me, 
I too have become an actor in the particular, often fictional, world of the , , 
stage. 

Foucault focuses on a particular element of the painting that may not be 
immediately apparent to the viewer. On the wall behind the painter, amid 
some other paintings, is a mirror, and in this mirror can be £'1intly seen the 
models for the portrait being painted. It is presumably King Philip IV and 
his wife, Mariana. Foucault remarks that this mirror, in apparent defiance of 
the laws of perspective, reflects nothing of the visible world of the painting 
but instead reflects the ostensible subjects of the painting within the paint

ing. To quote Foucault, 

Its motionless gaze extends out in fi·ont of the picture, into that necessar
ily invisible region which forms its exterior face, to apprehend the figures 
arranged in that space. Instead of surrounding visible objects, this miiTor 
cuts straight through the whole field of the representation, ignoring all it. 
might apprehend within that field, and restores visibility to that which 

resides outside all view. 1 

In the illusionistic theater, the auditorium is a void beyond the front 
threshold of the stage. In fourth-wall realism, the theater does not exist. If 
this space-do we call it virtual space?-is acknowledged at all by the per
formers, it is under the pretense that it is an extension of their world; they 
see something in this space that is other than the auditmium; they respond 
to something that is not there. In such a configuration, where are we? What 
happens to us when we are replaced by a virtual landscape? If a mirror were 
part of the set,.would we expect it to reflect us-the spectators-or the vir
tual \Vorld that is an implied extension of the setting? (Etymologies con~ 
found us here. Auditorium is fron1 the Latin and means, of course, the place 
of hearing. Our word theater, however, cmnes from the Greeks, from the 
theatron., or seeing place. While the gerund seeing referred to the action of 
the spectators, it couldjust have logically referred to the space into which 
the n1ore presentational Greek actors looked as they delivered their 
speeches. They looked into the seeing place or place of vision.) 
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It is by now a cliche that the theater is, as a character in Don Quixote 
states, "the nriiTor of human life, the model of manners, and the image of 
the truth." Similarly, Hamlet declares, "the purpose of playing ... is to 
hold, as 'twere, the mirror up to nature." The characters in a play, for 
instance, may tell us something about ourselves, because we believe that we 
see ourselves in them. The pains, joys, loves, and losses that characters in a 
dra1na experience we take to be our own. We look at the stage and see our 
world reflected back. But this, of course, is an illusion. We are neither kings 
nor queens nor supernatural beings; we do not regularly swallow love 
potions, 1nurder our parents, or mourn the loss of cherry orchards; we do 
not, at least not literally, stand by a tree at the side of the road day after day 
and wait for Godot. Moreover, our world appears to obey Newtonian rules 
of time and space; the stage world does not. In our quotidian world we can
not, as in the prologue of Shakespeare's I-Iemy V1 move "here and there ... 
jumping o'er times, I Turning th' accomplishment of many years I Into an 
hour-glass." Even Einsteinian physics will not allow this. So why is it that 
when we view this distorted world filled with characters who are nothing 
like us, we still see ourselves and our world? How is the stage a mirror? 
What does it reflect? 

The ve1y act oflook:ing, even voyemistically, implies a reciprocal action, 
a return of the gaze, and hence an illusion of reflection. In this sense the 
stage may be con1pared to what Nietzsche, in a different context, called an 
abyss. "Whoever fights 1nonsters," declared Nietzsche in Beyond Good and 
Evil, "should see to it that in the process he does not h.i.I11Self becmne a 
monster. When you look long into an abyss, the abyss also looks back into 
you." Remember that Plato banned theater (and all mimetic arts) from his 
republic because ofhis fear that it would transform both the viewer and per
fanner into the monster being represented. We look at the stage and it 
returns our gaze. What better definition of a mirror? But an abyss also 
implies something with no bottom, something unknowable, something ter
rifYing. To look into the stage is to look into a world of mystery, but also, I 
believe, a world of ten·or. Richard Wagner certainly understood th:is when 
he created Bayreuth. By turning off the houselights for the first time in his
toty he obliterated not simply the individual but the audience itself In order 
to survive, the audience had to project itself across what Wagner termed the 
"1nystic chasm" onto the ideal world of the stage. To go to the theater 
meant risking the loss of self 

But the mirror in Las 1\IIeninas, as Foucault points out, does not reflect 
what it logically should; it does not reflect the spectator. How could it? The 
painting is fixed and the spectator is ever-changing. The mirror of that 
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painting reflects an object forever absent; the vll:tual subject. We have all 

seen stage settings in_ which there are minors. In most cases the mirror is 
treated so as not to reflect the audience. The intrusion of an audience into 

the fictive (or at least fonnal) world of the stage would be disruptive. More
over, the mirror, which obeys only the laws of optics, not those of the 

scenographer, would reflect the obverse side of set pieces and furniture, it 

would reflect offstage spaces, it would reflect shafts of stage light into the 

eyes of the audience. In other words, a functional mitror in an illusionistic 
set would reveal the very mechanics of the i1lusion, evetything that is not 
part of the illusion, thus destroying it. So on the stage, in most cases, an 
actual mirror reflects nothing; it is an etnpty piece of decor or possibly a 
symbolic scenic elen1ent. (It is probably worth noting that in cinenutogra
phy, the trick is to film_ the i111age in the minor without revealing the pres

ence of the catnera. There is also graphic software that will automatically 
impose reflections onto appropriate surfaces at the mathematically correct 
angles within visual computer con1positions.) 

The presence of a mirror in the painting forces us to think about the act 
of reflection; it forces us to think about our relationship to the painting. In 

order to talk about the stage as a sort of mirror I want to use a term also 
coined by Foucault: "heterotopia." Foucault identified two particular kinds 
of social space: utopias and heterotopias. Utopias. he explained. were 
fictional;- idealized;---unreal- spaces .. '.'.They present society itself in a perfected 
for·m," he declared, "or elSe society turned upside dovin."2 'In One sense, 

then, the world depicted on a stage could be considered a utopia: it is a place 
that does not exist and yet it bears, as Foucault would say, "a general rela
tion of direct or inverted analogy with the real space of Society." A hetero
topia, on the other hand, is n1ore of what anthropologist Victor Turner calls 
liminal space: a real place but one that exists outside the boundaries of 

everyday society or behavior. Turner discussed this concept in regard to pil
grimages and other ritualized social events, but Foucault applies his tenn to 
such locales as cemeteries, sacred sites, vacation resorts, and formal gardens. 
The mirror, according to Foucault, is a special object that can be defined as 
both a utopia and a heterotopia. The mirror is a utopia "since it is a place

less place"-it enables the viewer to see himself where he is not; where, in 
fact, he is absent. But it is also a "heterotopia in so far as the mirror does 
exist in reality, where it exerts a kind of counteraction on the position that 

I occupy," says Foucault. 

Frmn the standpoint of the mirror I discover 1ny absence frmn the place 
where I a1n since I see n1yself over there. Starting fro1n this gaze that is, 
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as it were, directed toward me, from the ground of this virtual space that 
is on the other side of the glass, I come back toward myself; I begin again 

to direct n1y eyes toward 1nyself and to reconstitute myself there where I 
am. The mirror functions as a heterotopia in this respect: it makes this 
place that I occupy at the moment when I look at myself in the glass at 
once absolutely real, connected with all the space that surrounds it, and 
absolutely unreal, since in order to be perceived it has to pass through this 
virtual point which is over there.l 

If we understand the stage as a mirror, then it, too, is a complex combi
nation of the Foucauldian utopia and heterotopia. Like the min-or, the stage 

is a real place, but unlike the mirror, the space seen on the other side of the 
curtain or footlights (the anachronistic terms we use to define the threshold 
between the so-ca1led real space of the auditorimn and the- fictive world of 
the stage) is not virtual but real. And yetj on another level, it is no more real 
than the image in the mirror. As an audience member I could, in theory, 
cross over the threshold onto the stage, but to do so would shatter that 
world just as certainly as an attempt to pass through the looking glass-Alice 
notwithstanding-would shatter the mirror. The world depicted on the 

stage possesses its power-its reality-only so long as I cannot touch it, can
not enter into it. It is a world of the gaze, of the voyeur; touching is forbid
den. (There are, of course, fmms of theater in which the threshold is pur
posely shattered, in which spectators are invited onto the stage or in which 
performers enter the auditorium. But these are purposeful and self-con

scious violations of decorum. In some cases these transgressions are comic, 
creating laughter that is really a laughter of fear at the dissolution of bound
aries and hence safety; in some cases the transgression is an attempt to dis
solve the formal structures of the theater-that is to sayj society-in order 
to create a new paradigm. This was especially popular in the political the

ater of the 1960s and 1970s as in many productions of the Living Theatre or 
Performance Group. Most such experiments have limited success at best.) 

How are we able to recognize ourselves in a mirror? Mter all, in the nor
mal course of events we cannot see ourselves. The mirror, however, reflects 
back to us a known world. The objects we see in the minor-the elements 

that make up our spatial reality-are recognizable. I look into the mirror 
and see, let us say, a romn, and it is an in1age of the room in which I am 
standing. The one unidentifiable image in the reflection is the person star
ing back at me. If evetything else in the mirror can be identified as_ corre
sponding to the physical space around me, then the one unrecognizable 

figure, the one situated in the physical locale equivalent to my own, must 
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be tne. The theatrical stage, of course, does not function optically as a mir
ror; it does not automatically reflect back the physical space and objects fac
ing it. Nonetheless, everything on the stage is careful1y constructed or 

ananged to create the metaphoric illusion of a reflection. In contetnplating 
the stage as mirror, what we seldom stop to consider is that in order for us 
to recognize ourselves-in order to recognize our world-we must be able 
to con'lprehend the stage both visually and spatially, just as we comprehend 
the world we see in our bedromn mirror. The stage, in other words, must 

be readable. 
The stages of every society are different1 and yet each of those societies 

saw its theaters as an reflection of its world. Take some of the most obvious 
examples: the orchestra and skene of the ancient Greek theater; the trestle 
stage of itinerant commedia dell'arte performers; the architectural stage of 
the seventeenth-century French court; the picture-fram_e prosceniums of 
the nineteenth centtuy that enclosed illusionistic box sets; and the highly 
schematized structure of the Noh stage. At first glance these stages have only 
the most fundatnental fonnal elcm_ents in connnon with each other. Yet 

each reflected sonlething about its particular society's understanding of 
space. Each theater space was understood as a mirror of its particular world. 
The spectator who gazed into each version of the abyss saw him- or herself 

reflected back. 
A t~()PW~ex:_ tr_ailSJ~tion_occqr~;_,t;very_time_vve go_ to ~he theater_. First, we 

must te-cognize that· a particular dcnurcation -of space is a- stage, and there-'

fore that that space is, at least Inetaphorically, separate and distinct from the 
space we as audience occupy, even though it may be only a few feet distant 
fronl us and occupy the sanle architectural structure as we do. Second, we 

have to be able to identifY the world created within that space. Such a world 
may be a replica, of sorts, of known or knowable spaces such as an interior 
of a house or a palace, a forest, a town square, a street. This illusion tnay be 
created. in painstaking detail, or conjured up by a few suggestive elements. 
Dut even if it-is a seemingly abstract space, we must be able to understand it 

as a space in which the characters or actors of a play rnay exist. Thus, a sim
ple throne on an othetwise baTe stage tnay be as evocative of a palace as an 
elaborate re-creation of a medieval throne room; the tables and chairs of the 
Beijing Opera may signify mountains just as nluch as the illusionistic ice 

ledges created by Ming Cho Lee for Kz some twenty years ago. But just as 
we must recognize that a collection of marks on a page is a written language, 
so too must we recognize that a particular arrangement of space is a stage 
and that somehow, when looking at that arrangement of space, we are see

ing our world. 
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·What does space-the world in which we live--look like? More 

sJ>ec:ificalrry, what does such space look like today? How do we see it, how 
we recognize it, how do we define it? Martin Heidegger has said that we 
not notice light, only what it illuminates. Al:tists-and by this I 1nean 

/t!he,Lter artists as well-might disagree; we do notice light. But only because 
have been trained to do so, because we have become sensitized to it. 
underlying principle, however, remains. What we see and how we see 

it is shaped by our culture. So, how do we recognize our world when we 
see it on the stage? The world as reflected on the stage at the beginning of 

twentieth century looked different tban it did in the middle of the nine
, 'tc,enth century and different than it looked at the end of the twentieth cen-

1 can say with certainty that in one hundred years we wiH see the 
world- in yet new ways. 

The tnore-or-less simultaneous developtnent of the camera and photo
graphic image on the one hand, and the field of psychology on the other, 
Jed to conflicting strains within nineteenth-century art. Photography, of 
course, encouraged the faithful reproduction of the external aspects of real
ity. The increasing sophistication of scientific tools and the steadily growing 

body of knowledge of the workings of the world about us encouraged a 
scenography that attempted a faithful re-creation of the environments in 
which the characters lived. On the other hand, psychology and its related 
~isciplines suggested an inner reality more ephemeral, less tied to the visible 
and concrete, and which was thus seen as somehow more truthful. 

The photograph captures the complexities of the three-dimensional 
world and renders it onto the flat t:vvo-dimensional smface of the paper. The 
stage set did something similar, rendering the objects of the world into flat, 
planar images. It might be argued that this was nothing new, that the painted 
image had substituted for the plastic object since the Renaissance. This is 
tn1e, to a degree, but a significant shift occurred in the nineteenth centuty. 

The scenographers of the Renaissance and Baroque understood that there 
was a difference between the human being and the painted setting. The 
actor resided on a forestage, shating the san1e architectural space as the audi
ence (sometimes quite literally, as in the French- and English theaters that 

allowed spectators to sit on the stage). But in the nineteenth century, the 
actor was cut off fi·om the auditorium, trapped behind the proscenium, and 
forced to share the two-dimensional space of the painted stage. German 
director Georg Fuchs at the Munich Art Theater attempted to make a virtue 

of this tendency with his so-called relief stage that pmposcly emphasized the 
contrast between the three-dimensional actor and the essentially two
dimensional sculptural relief of the scenery on a vety shallow stage. 
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It was Adolphe Appia, of course, who more than anyone understood that 

the pictorial stage of the Ron1antic era was no longer an adequate mirror of 
our world. "Our present stage scenety is entirely the slave of painting ... 
which pretends to create for us the illusion of reality," wrote Appia in I902. 

"But," he continues, "this illusion is in itself an illusion, for the presence of 
the actor contradicts it. "4 Appia understood the fundamental contradiction 

between the actor who is, ipso facto, "real," and illusionistic scenery. With 
Appia we have a rupture in the post-Renaissance narrative of history. The 
scientific goal of capturing the visible world and re-presenting it could not 

coexist with the living actor who was not a re-presentation, not a fictive 
body, but an actual specimen of the knowable world. Thus, visual illusion
ism would continue m_ost successfully only in two-dimensional forms: the 
photograph and the cinenu. The stage would have to rellnagine itself as an 

environment for the real body of the actor. 
The nineteenth century, which built railroads and canals to supp01t the 

economic stntcture of society, was a period of linear narrative. Representa
tional scenography reinforced this narrative view. The re-creation of space 
implied a re-creation of time. The scenographic production of space pro
vided the possibility of connecting a series of real-tin1e events. As noted ear
lier, theater, like the novel, could leap across time and space with a few 
words, as could the film where the editor could achieve the equivalent 

ef(ect __ with a jUlllP. cut .. But_pn a moment-to-tnqment level,_theater had to 
obey natUral laws. A character who entered through a· door had to- traverse 
a quantifiable space in order to reach a table, say. This took the same time 
on the stage that an equivalent action would take in the real world. Time 
could be negated only by a convention such as closing the curtain or din1-
ming the lights that lin plied the obliteration of space. The nincteenth-cen

tuty theater, much as Western society at large at the same titne, was focused 

on the intersection of time and space. 
Appia did not eliminate time frmn_ the stage, of course. But by substitut

ing the sculptural space of the stage for the illusionistic in1age of the painted 
surface, he was able to emphasize the durational and rhythmic qualities of 

titne over the. linear and narrative qualities. Appia's Wagnerian designs still 
made reference to the world outside the stage, though more symbolically 
than illusionistically, but his designs at Hellerau for Emile Jacques-Dalcroze 
broke fi·om- referential llnagety altogether and created a stage world of 
abstract scenic elements whose power came from their relation to one 

another. 
This is one of the major shifts in the conception of the world at the 

beginning of the twentieth centmy. The world was seen not as an arrange-
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of connected spaces or sites, but as an accumulation of self-sustained 
that existed in relation to one another. We went fron1 a sequential 

Y \Norld to a relational one. Once again Foucault provides us with at least one 
e,,plamcticm of how sensibilities and perceptions changed: 

The great obsession of the nineteenth century was, as we know, history: 
with its thetnes of development and of suspension. of crisis and cycle, 
themes of the ever-accumulating past, with its great preponderance of 
dead n1en and the menacing glaciation of the world .... The present 
epoch will perhaps be above all the epoch of space. We are in the epoch 

of sitnultaneity: we are in the epoch of juxtaposition, the epoch of the 
near and far, of the side-by-side, of the dispersed. We are at a moment, I 

believe, when our experience of the world is less that of a long life devel
oping through time than that of a network that connects points and 
intersects with its own skein. One could perhaps say that certain ideo
logical conflicts animating present-day polemics oppose the pious 
descendants of time and the detetmined inhabitants of space. s 

Patt of the reason for the shift was the retnarkable technological devel
opments of the period. From approximately I88o to the start of World War 
I the world witnessed the developm_ent of the telephone, X-ray, cinema, 

-bicycle, automobile, and airplane, all of which had in cormnon the reorder
of perceptions of time and space. This perceptual shift was given an 

intellectual and theoretical basis with Einstein's theory of relativity, which 

not only transformed physics but entered popular consciousness as well. 
Social and artistic innovations that flowed from these accumulated develop~ 
ments included the strean1-of-consciousness novel, psychoanalysis, and 
cubisn1. In this way, the whole conception of the world changed, and thus 
the stage picture had to change as well. 

In a remarkably shmt span of time, Appia, Gordon Craig, Oskar Strnad, 
Robert Edmond Jones, and many other designers stripped the stage of its 
nineteenth-century accoutren1ents and began the process of re-presenting 
the stage as an independent physical site that emphasized its spatiality. 

Two theoreticians were largely responsible for the next developments of 
the spatial stage: Antonin Artaud and Gertrude Stein. In T11e Theatre and Its 
Double Artaud declares, "We intend to base the theatre upon spectacle 
before eve1ything else, and we shall introduce into the spectacle a new 

notion of space utilized on all possible levels and in all degrees of perspec
tive in depth and height and within this notion a specific idea of time will 
be added to that of movement. " 6 This declaration is often taken as the dar-
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ion call that led to Happenings, environmental theater, and the emergence 
of nonfiontal stages. This is ttue as far as it goes, but Jacques Den-ida in his 
essay "The Theatre of Cruelty and the Closure of Representation" expli

cated the text in ten11s of the rejection of nineteenth-centu1y notions of 

time and space. 

The stage will no longer operate as the repetition of a present, will no 

longer re-present a present that would exist elsewhere and prior to it .. . 
a present whose plenitude would be older than it, absent from it ... . 
Nonrepresentation is, thus, original representation if representation 

signifies, also, the unfolding of a volum_e, a nmltidimcnsional milieu, and 
experience that produces its own space. Spacing, that is to say, the pro

duction of space that no speech could condense or comprehend . . . 
thereby appeals to a titne that is no longer that of so-called phonic lin

carity.7 

Gertrude Stein, searching for an alternative to narrative, commenced to 

explore theater "frmn the standpoint of sight and sound and its relation to 
emotion and tUne, rather than in relation to stoty and action." As a result 

she concluded that "anything that was not a story could be a play." The 
focus on the unities in neoclassical dramatic themy had been an atternpt to 
controL the. relationships. of time, .space, and narrative within the dramatic 
structui:e. In neoclaSsical drama, tinie 'determined space, which; in turn, lim

ited physical action. Stein understood that the theater is a temporal and spa
tial phenomenon, but she set about to divorce the two structures. The audi
ence brings to the theater other possible perceptual mechanisms and 
en1otional needs that do not require a narrative bound up in temporal and 
spatial considerations. The result was the landscape drama. The basic struc
ture of the landscape play was one of relations and juxtapositions rather than 

the linear flow of conventional narrative. 

The landscape has its formation and as after all a play has to have forma
tion and be in relation· one thing to the other thing and as the stmy is not 
the thing as any one is always telling something then the landscape not 

moving but being always in relation, the trees to the hills the hills to the 
fields the trees to each other any piece of it to any sky and then any detail 
to any other detail, the story is only of importance if you like to tell or 
like to hear a story but the relation is there anyway. And of that relation 

I wanted to make a play and I did, a great number of plays. 8 
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She elucidated the landscape drama through the metaphor of train travel 
•>• ______ .,_ airplane travel. In the fom1cr, a rider looking out the window sees a 

of linages going by in sequence as the· train moves through the land
,,rone As the images pass by, the rider is also rcmcrnbering what has passed, 

is sirnultaneously anticipating what will con1e next. In contrast, a pas
on a plane looking out a window sees the entire landscape below in 

instant. As in a landscape painting, the observer is then free to look at 
specific elements within the landscape at leisure and in any sequence. An 
entire image (complex of ideas) could be grasped immediately. Stein pro

a theater with the structural equivalent of a landscape where the para-
;, nt>eters and content may be deternrined by the artist, but the n1ethod and 
> c>rg:aniz;<ticm of viewing and processing information was largely controlled 

the spectator. The experience for the spectator became more contern
. or meditative than the rushing experience oflinear drama; relation

replaced sequentiality. 

In the twentieth century linearity and narrative evaporated from the stage 
the world that was being reflected was no longer based upon 

Sequential time sttuctures. Spatiality was the new paradigm. (Of course, illu
sionism and realisn1 continued in the theater, but these genres became either 

anachronistic or ll·onic.) Increasingly, the stage became a signifier of itself; 
is, the stage represented a stage----an am_orphous space that contained an 

infiutite nui11ber of potential spaces but seldom specified any one space in 
.; .. ,cletoil The stage was a place of relations and juxtapositions. Nowhere was 

this more evident than in the work of Robert Wilson. Acknowledging the 

influence of Gertrude Stein, Wilson created literal landscapes or perhaps 
dreamscapcs. Wilson's stage became a site for sunealistic images, phantasms, 
and repetitive movements. Wilson, of course, became famous not only for 
his visual compositions (the so-called theater of images) but for his glacial 
pacing within productions of protracted length. Time seemingly ground to 
a halt in his early work, and temporal perception became disoriented and 

distorted. In Wilson, space and time coexist but almost in opposition. 
Wilson, for me, epitomizes the Foucauldian notion of the epoch of 

space. The power of Wilson's theater derives from the juxtaposition of 
images as well as the repetition of actions that preserve what Gettrude Stein 
calls "the continuous present." There is seldom linear n1overnent through a 

Wilson opera. Wilson has rightly been compared to the sunealists, but I 
would also argue that his suspension of titne combined with his spatial and 
ir11agistic creations is, in fact, the theat1ical equivalent of cubisn1: we have 

the luxmy of conten1plating an object/person/moven1ent fimn n1ultiple 
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angles that would nonnally be inaccessible in a standard temporallr,une-,, 

work. 
Richard Foreman began with a similar approach to time, but his pr·cs.en·, 

tation of space was always more enclosed and confined. Foreman was 
cerned with the manipulation of space and the relationship of the spec,tator 
to the space of the stage. Whereas there was always an ahnost pristine 
spare quality to the works of Wilson, Foreman anticipated the late-twenti
eth-century preoccupation with chaos. It may help to place Foreman's 
approach in son1e historical context. In the Middle Ages, for instance, the
atrical locales were most often presented sin1ultaneously, but there was still 
a linear structure to the narrative. Each space was discrete within the lar·,.er . 

frame of the medieval stage. From the Renaissance through the ninete,,nth \ 
century, locales were presented sequentially, each linage being thoroughly 
eradicated from view as it made way for the next locale or image--like a-, 
slate being wiped clean. But Foreman's productions are increasingly clut
tered as the stage fills with the detritus of image and action. Im.ages and ideas 
are not cleared away, not wiped clean, after their initial presentation; rather, 
one idea, one image, is heaped on top of another. It is a layered wsn·ld. But 
these layers are as much ten1poral as spatial. While Foreman paved the way 
for postmodern theater in the United States, there is a fundamentally 
Romantic sensibility to his plays-they are, after all, about the mind of the 
a_rtist. 

Part of Foucault's definition' of a heterotopia is that it contains a Inulti
plicity of spaces. In the traditional sense a stage, of course, contains multiple 
locales; it is in fact a potential site of all places, real or imagined. But there is 
always a sense of the singularity of the stage. The stage, which by definition 
is a framing of space, creates an impression of itself as one unified space. 
Technology, however, has found a way to present multiple sites or locales 
simultaneously: video. The presence of video monitors onstage creates the 
equivalent of windows into other spaces. Video punctures the time~space 
continuum of the stage. Just as the mirror ofVel<lzquez's Las Meninas allows 
the world beyond the frame into the space of the painting, so video moni
tors allow other spaces--and, significantly, other times-into the time
space of the stage. In the United States, the most successful exploiter of this 
technology has been the Wooster Group, whose pa1ticular use of video is 
an attempt to capture multiple times and locations within a single frame
work or to re~present the visible image within itself as an act of dislocation 
through refi·am.ing. At the same time the Group creates what I call a porous 
spatiality. In several of their productions the offstage and onstage spaces 
bleed together as actors offstage are seen on video monitors onstage. The 
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5· I've Got tlte SfJakes, by Richard Foreman and the Ontological-Hysteric The
atre. 1995. An example of the use of strings and the accumulation of clutter. 
(Photo ©Paula Court.) 

stage, in fact, often becomes an empty abyss in a Wooster Group produc~ 
tion, and it is the fringes and the unseen that are filled with action. The 
onstage monitors provide fragmentary glimpses of that which is otherwise 
absent. The question arises, is the "real" object the image that is seen on the 
video n1mlltor, or is it the unseen actor whose inuge is being transmitted in 
real tllne? The Wooster Group acknowledges the shifting aesthetics of our 
age, in which image and reality are often interchangeable and reality is a 
phantom idea that is ultin1ately n1eaningless. 

Edward W. Soja in Postmodem. Geographies states that modernization "is a 
continuous process of societal restructuring that is periodically accelerated 
to produce a significant recomposition of space-time-being in their con
crete f01ms."9 Foucault's ideas ofheterotopias as well as the spatialization of 
history (he saw the n1ajor 1nidcenttuy philosophy of structuralism, for 
instance, as a spatial construct; it looks at the synchronic relationships of dis
parate social or cultural practices and in lieu of a causative view ofh.istory
i.e., linear or sequential, that is to say, t:irnebound-it posits the spatialjux-
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tapositions) were developed in the rg6os. That n1.eans that he was describ
ing late modernism. But the world has changed since then. What does it 
look like now? If the stage is still a mirror of the world, what is it reflecting? 

If the twentieth centmy was, indeed, the "epoch of space," the twenty
first 1nay be the epoch of chaos and uncertainty. Heisenberg's uncertainty 
principle, which has cmne to be the 1netaphor of choice for the cunent age, 

replacing Einstein's relativity, posited that we cannot know of a subatomic 
particle both its location and its moverncnt simultaneously. Until we 
observe it, there are infinite possibilities; the very process of observing 
som_ething alters it, even destroys it. Mote important, what we observe is 
not the truth, but a captured state of being that elinllnates all the other 
potentialities. The stage is somewhat like the fan1ous conundrum of 

SchrOdinger's cat. In his thought experin1ent demonstrating the principles 
of quantum mechanics, SchrOdinger posited a cat in a box that would be 
killed by cyanide gas that would be released if a particular atom decayed 

within the hour. Until t~e box is op~ned, the cat, suggested SchrOdinger, is 
neither alive nor dead but contains all possibilities. The theater, in essence 1 

is Schr6dinger's box. Until the curtain rises, all possibilities exist; once the 
play begins, the cat, as it were, is dead or- alive. The raising of the curtain 
(even metaphorically) reveals the cat. But I think we are more comfortable 
in this day and age with potentialities and lack of certainty. 

We in the theater, protectors of an anachronistic art, attempt to valorize 
its unique qualities: its, liveness,- its presence, its spiritL~-~-lity-. But something 

has shifted in conten1porary consciousness. The terms virtual reality and cyber
space suggest the changing perception of phenomenological ontology. The 
world is no longer knowable nor tangible. Space has given way to webs that 
need not have dimension, form, or even temporal continuity. The visual is 

no longer reliable. Jean-Luc Godard once said that ftlm is truth twenty-four 
tim_es a second. But nowadays, film is a record of digital manipulation. The 
truths revealed in The Matrix or Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon are not the 
ttuths Godard was talking about. They are not based on the correspondence 

between the visible world and the image captured by the lens. 
It is said that certain aboriginal peoples used to be afi:aid to have their 

photographs taken by anthropologists because they thought that capturing 
their inL1.gc meant capturing their soul as well. The Wooster Group's use of 

technology, I believe, was based on a similar kind of fear. They experi
mented with the disappearance of self on the stage and its re~presentation on 
video out of a fear of the loss of themselves as artists. But younger genera
tions have no such fear. In fact, it is just the opposite. It is the mediation of 
the live actor that seems real. The sitnple, unmediated actor in three-dimen~ 
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space is not cmnprehendible, not readable, not knowable. The ques
for us, then, is how the theater-an inherently phenomenological 

oertt<:rp·rise--nefl,,cts back an iconography that is derived frmn the world of 
nontangible and nonphysical. What looks back at us from the abyss 

IfVelJzquez were alive and painting today, would the mirror be replaced 
a video monitor? Would the court be staring at the monitor and not at 

us? Would the tangible and static im_age of the painting have been replaced 
by a video image? 
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